PRESCHOOL

Theme: BIBLE REVIEW GAME

Check In Activity:
Follow the Leader: The leader is chosen to be the head, all the rest of the players line up in
front of the leader. The leader moves around doing various actions (flapping arms, marching,
spinning, etc…). The rest of the line must mimic what the leader does. You can continue until
every child has had a turn being the leader.

Large Group
Two worship songs
Large Group Script:
Ok, boys and girls, let’s sit down criss-cross applesauce and see if we can remember some stories that happened in the Bible.
(Pass out noise markers )
Everyone hold up your noise marker and shake them really fast!!
Ok, now Stop!...put the noise marker in your lap and I will let you know when to shake them,
only after we answer the questions.
(When the questions come on the screen read them out loud one at a time, wait a little and answer them...every time the Preschoolers answer a question they all shake there noise markers).
After you read all the questions on the screen have the kids hold their noise marker with both
hands and bow their hands and pray!
Prayer: Dear God, Thank you for making us super smart and allowing us to remember the things
you did in the Bible. We love you! Amen
Take home: Small group leaders will collect noise markers in the classroom and put into small baggies
and write names on the bags to take home .

Small Group
Activity: Each child will receive a bag with two to three puzzles (Bible Story pictures) in them that
they will try to put the together..have them spread out in the floor and leaders please help match
pieces together...at the end they may take their bag with the puzzles in them home.
(Puzzles are Noah’s Ark, Moses and the 10 commandments, Adam and Eve, God creates the
World, The apple, sin enter the world And Cain and Abel...Adam and Eve’s children).
Please hand sanitize hands after doing activity

